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* * * * * * * * 

FROM THE CHAIR 

It is with great pleasure that I greet 
you as the new Chair of MOUG . I would like 
to take this opportunity on behalf of the 
new Executive Board, to express appreciation 
and thanks to the retiring Board for their 
work and support over the last two years-
Richard Smiraglia, who agreed to run for Chair 
after he had served as Treasurer, and who 
served as the link from the previous Board; 
Sue Stancu, who has faithfully served as Sec
retary/Newsletter Editor and has been elected 
to a second term; Joe Scott, who has managed 
the finances so capably; and Tim Robson, who 
put together two superb programs. Thank you . 

Another thanks goes to the Nominations 
Committee chaired by Chris McCawley and 
including Linda Barnhart and Joan Swanekamp 
for their efforts in the preparation of a 
slate of candidates and in the counting of 
ballots. 

A very special thanks goes to Glenn 
Patton of OCLC for his help in planning and 
executing the 1984 annual meeting at OCLC. 
His work and dedication helped make the meet
ing the success that it was. I also wish to 
thank OCLC for hosting the meeting and for 
their continued support. 

My final acknowledgement is for the 
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Program Committee: Tim Robson, Chair; Dawn 
Thistle and Nancy Mosley. The success of 
this meeting (over 130 in attendance) is a 
true indication of their hard work. 

During the next couple of months I will 
be appointing committees to investigate and 
report on issues of interest to music librar
ians using OCLC and I am looking for volun
teers to serve. First, as our needs shift 
from card catalog production to online 
catalogs and circulation systems, it is 
important to know which vendors can handle 
the special needs of music materials. A 
small committee is needed to identify librar
ies which are using online systems for music 
Other committees are needed to study the 
indexing needs of academic libraries and the 
feasibility of a union list of music serials 
Volunteers are also needed for the Program 
Committee and a request from Don Hixon 
follows later in this Newsletter . 

One matter I wish to discuss is the 
continued Name Authority File searching 
problem. I encourage you to write to OCLC 
and your networks stressing the seriousness 
of the problem . Previous requests resulted 
in only a few responses and OCLC does not 
seem to be convinced that the problem is a 



serious one . Please ask your administrators 
to pressure OCLC, to make them aware that 
there are economic implications. We are pay
ing for a service and not receiving it. 
There is also the cost of each of us doing 
the same authority work. At this point no 
one knows how much that is, but I imagine 
it is not insignificant. Another point to 
make is that the integrity of the online 
catalog is affected when libraries lack 
access to Library of Congress authority work 
and the precedents set by LC. Finally, I 
encourage you to stress that this is not 
just a music problem, and that any author 
with a search pattern that matches a prolific 
composer is also affected . NAF searches for 
corporate bodies are also hampered by the 
limit imposed by OCLC. I urge you to write 
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to your networks and to OCLC, c/o Tom 
Sanville, Director, Marketing and User 
Services Division and stress the urgent 
nature of the problem. While you are writing, 
also encourage OCLC to complete the work 
necessary for loading the Library of Congress 
MARC tapes for music which are now available. 

In closing, I wish to encourage all of 
you to pass on any problems, suggestions or 
questions you may have to myself or any other 
Board member . Our names and addresses are 
listed below. 

- - Joan Swanekamp 

MOUG EXECUTIVE BOARD: 1984- 1986 

TREASURER 
Judy Weidow 
Central Library 
University of Texas 
Austin, TX 78704 

CONTINUING EDUCATION COORDINATOR 
Don Hixon 
University Library 
Acquisitions-Catalog Depts. 
University of California 
Irvine, CA 92713 

NOTICE FROM SOLDIER CREEK PRESS 

Page 98 was unintentionally blank in the 
first printing of Cataloging Music: A Manual 
for Use With AACR2 by Richard P. Smiraglia. 
I will supply the missing page to all who 
send a self-addressed envelope to the address 
listed below, and I apologize for the omission. 

A number of people have received defective 
copies. We will replace these upon receipt 
of the defective copy. 

The first printing was sold out in 
February and the second printing (with minor 
corrections by the author) is being prepared 
and will be ready to ship May 1. 

--Nancy B. Olson 
Soldier Creek Press 
Box 863 
Lake Crystal, Minn. 56055 

CHAIRPERSON CORRESPONDENCE FROM OCLC 
Joan Swanekamp 
Sibley Music Library 
The Eastman School of Music 
University of Rochester 
Rochester, NY 14604 

VICE- CHAIRPERSON/CHAIR-ELECT 
Joan Schuitema 
Fondren Library 
Southern Methodist University 
Dallas , TX 75275 

SECRETARY/NEWSLETTER EDITOR 
Sue Ellen Stancu 
Music Library 
Indiana University 
Bloomington, IN 47405 

The long-awaited Enhance capability, 
whereby selected and specially-trained users 
will be able to upgrade master data base 
records in specified formats was installed in 
Release 2.0 in December 1983. After an oft
delayed application procedure and an extensive 
and sometimes disheartening selection process 
(87 separate applications had to be subjected 
to time-consuming evaluations), nineteen 
institutions were granted twenty-two Enhance 
authorizations (two institutions were chosen 
for more than one format). 

Because more applicants were qualified 
than could be accommodated in this initial 
round, those found to be outstanding in both 
quality~ quantity were chosen first. 



Since few applications for Maps and AV were 
received, we have decided to wait until the 
next round to authorize anyone in these 
formats. The five libraries chosen for 
Scores were: Indiana University (IUL), 
New England Conservatory (ENG), Oberlin 
College (OBE), University of Utah (UUM), 
and University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (GZN) . 
For Sound Recordings, Indiana University 
(IUL), Oberlin College (OBE), and the Uni
versity of Texas at Austin (IXA) were select
ed. Enhance training is scheduled at OCLC 
for mid- June . 

With the Enhance evaluations behind us, 
the Online Data Quality Control Section at 
OCLC has again reduced the turnaround time 
on change requests to l - 3 working days . 
Other backlogs have begun to be addressed. 
Since the implementation of Merge Holdings 
last fall, 8895 records had been deleted via 
6938 merge holdings commands as of the 
beginning of May. 

December's Release 2.0 and April's 
Release 3 . 0 incorporated into the Online 
system a number of improvements, most of 
which are outlined in Technical Bulletins 
134- 147. Changes in cataloging workforms, 
in certain elements of the 007 field, and 
in Name Authority searching procedures, plus 
the new capability to create "In" analytics 
(TB 147), are all in place . Music catalogers 
should note the validation of the 254 field, 
"Musical Presentation Area" (TB 141), but 
must be reminded that the field should not 
be input until instructions for its use 
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have been published. Finally, the corporate 
name search is now available during all system 
hours, not just during non- prime time . 

July 1984 is expected to be the instal
lation date of substantial changes to the LC 
Name Authority File, including full-record 
distribution, the addition of the 040 field, 
and considerable changes in other record 
elements . These will be outlined in the 
forthcoming TB 143, still unreleased at this 
writing. LC tells us that full record dis
tribution should eliminate many of the 
problems resulting from line-by-line correc
tions of authority records, such as the 
hundreds of records altered in December 1982 
to contain little more than 010 fields. 
Inevitably, however, we realize that most 
changes designed to solve one problem cause 
another, so let us hope for some net gain, 
at least. 

One set of changes which seems to have 
had mostly positive effect has been the 
Vivaldi Project, coordinated by Phil 
Youngholm at Connecticut College. Since my 
last report, the second shipment of requests 
has arrived. As of the end of May, names 
and/or uniform titles in 699 fields have been 
corrected to the AACR2 form . Counts are 
included in the lists which follow. Thanks 
again to all those who have devoted time and 
effort to this project . At the OCLC end, 
I estimate that about 60% of the changes so 
far received have been done; work continues 
on a daily basis . 

Many other changes , derived from Music 
Cataloging Bulletin, change requests, updates, 
and serendipity, have been made in the Online 
Union Catalog since my last report. The 
f ollowing two lists are not integrated. For 
convenience of presentation, the forms of 
names and uniform titles have been condensed 
and are not necessarily the correct AACR2 
forms. Similarly, not every NAF or MCB 
reference cited contains a valid AACR2 
heading; those which do not have been included 
for purposes of identification only . If you 
come across any headings missed or incorrectly 
convertedJ please let us know through the 
usual change request route. 

Although I was unable to attend the Music 
Library Association meeting in Austin this 
winter, I was glad to meet many of you who 
ventured to Dublin for the joint MOUG/OLAC 
meeting, April 29 - May l . I know I join 
with all our members in wishing the incoming 
officers the best of luck during their 
tenure , and thanking the outgoing officers 
for their dedicated service. 

One last note, though Glenn Patton and I 
as well as many of our colleagues in the 
Marketing and User Services Division are 
constantly in there reminding the powers 
that- be of users' needs, additional pressure 
in the form of letters from you speak as 
loudly as we ever could. Let Rowland Brown, 
Ken Harris, and Tom Sanville know how you 
feel about such matters as the Name Authority 
File, LC Music, and the formatting of truncat
ed displays. Your comments aid us in making 
the case for our needs . 

--Jay Weitz 
Quality Control Librarian 
Online Data Quality Control Section 
Marketing & User Services Division 
OCLC 



Name 

Bach, J.~. 

Barron, Kenny 

Boone, Pat 

Collins, Judy 

Corrette, Michel 

Dargomyzhski, A. S. 

[)a vies, ~Ja 1 ford 
Du Mont, Henry 

Elgar, Edward 

Finzi, Gerald 

Gresch, Donald 

Haitink, Bernard 

Hartley, Walter S. 

Uniform Title 
or Change 

Jesu, der du meine 
Jesu, meine Freude 

(correct AACR2 form) 

(correct AACR2 form) 

(correct AACR2 form)· 

(correct AACR2 form) 
Concertos ... 
Nouveau livre de noels 
Phenix 
Pi~ces de clavecin 
Sonatas ... 

(correct AACR2 form) 
Kamenny¥ gost1 

Rusalka .. . 
Songs .. . 
(correct AACR2 form) 

(correct AACR2 form) 
Pavan ... 

(correct AACR2 form) 

Concertos, clarinet ... 

(correct AACR2 form) 

(correct AACR2 form) 

(correct AACR2 form) 

Name Authority 
File Numbers 

81014050;81014053 

80023092;80022741 

80124274 

81090007 

81100647 

80070371 
80098982 
83066302;78087249 
80071753 
83066485 
82130966 

81118767 

No~ of 
References 

36 

31 

5 

42 

59 

4 

11 

9 

5 

1 
5 

35 
81118766;78039006;78039008 5 . 
78025340;78025363;79023367 5 
82055936 1 
83051530 

81139129 

50026227 

81111600 

81089408 

81072648 

44 

9 

2 

'418 

4 

2 

283 

182 

MCB 
References 

14:9:1 

11:6:3 

12:7:1 

14:9:1 

6:1:2 
12:2:2 

14:5:1 

9:1:3 
10:9:4;14:5:1 

9:1:3 

14:9:1 

14:6:2 

12:3:4 

14:7:2 

14:10:2 



Name 

Harvey, Paul 

Heyworth_, ·Peter 

Jacquet de La Guerre, E:C. 

Lang, Eddie 

Larsson, Lars-Erik 

Lehrer, Tom 

Loving couples 

Lutheran book of worship . 

Mangione, Chuck 

Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Felix 

Mozart, W.A. 

Uniform Title 
or Change 

(correct AACR2 forms) 

(correct AACR2 form) 

(correct AACR2 form) 
Pieces de clavecin ... 

(correct AACR2 form) 

(correct AACR2 form) 
Pastoralsvit 

. (correct AACR2 form) 

(correct AACR2 form) 

(correct AACR2. form) 

(correct AACR2 form) 

Octet 

(correct AACR2 form) 
Cassations ... 
Country dances 
Deutsche Tanze . 

Divertimenti ... 

Landlerische Tanze 
Io ti lascio ..• 
Kleine Nachtmusik 
Nocturnes ... 
Serenades ..• 
Variationen ... 

Variations .. . 
Variazionen .. . 

Name Authority 
File Numbers 

82161117;83071546; 
81024654;50026110;78089697 
33017355 

79091210 
79090924 

82026858 . 

81080908 
83151230 

81071191 

83066281 

83066296 

80149473 

80022788 

82004242 

No. of 
References 

47 . 

2 

47 
1 

13 

71 

4 

10 

1 

6 

22 

59 

238 
32 
6 

82108007;82007317 35 
81048148;81048150;82116347; . 
81059711;82040722;81048149;etc. 354 

82101568 10 
78071826 
81078994 

80133803;82105343;79007843 
82105338;82044799;83066269; 
82070097 
81134004 
33153251 

5 

194 
8 

261 
11 

10 

6 

MCB 
References 

14:9:1 

14:9:2 

11:1:5; U:5:5 

11:5:5 

14:6:2 

14:9:1 

14:5:1 

12:3:5 

11:1:5 

10:4:4;10:6:4 
8:2:3 
14:6:2 

14:10:3 

9:11:2 

12:7:1 
8:5:3 



Name Uniform Titl e Name Authority No. of MCB 
or Change File Numbers References Referenc~s 

Parker, Charlie (correct AACR2 form) 50050327 143 

Peterson, Meg (correct AACR2 form) 80075597 12 

Punto, Giovanni (correct AACR2 form) 81074651 14 

Rei.necke, Carl (correct AACR2 form) 81120368 87 ---
Rimsky-Korsakov, N. (correct AACR2 form) 79107991 110 11:8:5 

Choruses ... 82163682 1 14:6:2 
Ispanskoe kaprichchio 81048117 101 

v ,.. I t-1a1ska1a noch 82166215 6 8:6:3 
Romansy .•• 80151341;80151339;78091927.; 65 10:2:3 

78097113;79007836 
· Sadko •.. 80064340;81073621;78098464 14 9:8:4;9:11:2 

" Skazka o tsare Saltane 80125016;80127172;81118736 96 10:10:2;10:9:4 
Snegurochka ... 80128707;80128705;80128706 29 8:5:3;9:12:2; 0\ 

10:6:4;11:5:3 . 

SvetlyY prazdnik 81048114 67 
fSarskafa nevesta 79139257;78040224;78040223 9 7:6:2 

Schmidt, William (correct AACR2 form) 79089411 68 

Svendsen, J.S. (correct AACR2 form) 80137555 31 12:3:6;14:5:1 

Karneval i Paris 82027768 3 

Octet ... 3 14:5:1 

Rapsodies norv6giennes 80137554 7 12:5:5 

Tore 11 i, Giuseppe (correct AACR2 form) 80079577 5 

Sinfonie ... 81135488;83045047;81139771 117 7: 10: 5 ~ 1,4: 6: 2 

Sinfonie e concerti 80077195;8007193;80077192 2 
80077194 



Name Uniform Title Name Authority No. of MCB 
or Change File Numbers References References 

Verdi, Giuseppe (corr~ct AACR2 form) 79038460 8 12:1:2 . 
Vivaldi~ Antonio (correct AACR2 form) 79021280 65 11:1:6 

Cimento dell~rmonia 81147591;81147592;82091504; 5 
82091475;82144279 

Concertos ... 81119290;81089317;82216212; 166 11:6:5;11:10:Q; 
80016893;82216216;82001863; 15:3:3 
etc. 

Estro armonico 81124854;82154976;79110392 7 11:5:5 
79109963 

Sonatas ... 80107658;80029356 48 
Trio sonatas 80074308 12 

Heber, C.M.v. (correct AACR2 form) 79110317 18 11: l :6 
Andante e· rondb ... 11 7:8:2 
Favorit-Walzer ... 80031191 1 11:6:5 

---- Grand duo concertant 81124892 23 
Oberon ..• 80057978;80057033;82004244 5 9:1:4 

---- Petits pi~ces faci les 81150161 7 
Quartet ... 81097549 2 
Quintet ... 82011055 34 14:5:1 
Sonates progressives 81000669 27 11:8:5 
TriOS ... 80007382 12 



Name 

Alain, Jehan 

Bach, J.C.F. 

" Bartok, I' Bela 

Biber, H. I. F. 

Bruch, Max 

Calvocoressi, r~. D. 

Camerata Academica Salzburg 

" Coste, Napoleon 

Crosby, Stills & Nash 

• Croubelis, Simoni dall 

D'Alessandro, Raffaele 
v ... 

Dvorak, Antonfn 

Uniform 1 itle 
or Change 

(correct AACR2 form) 

(correct AACR2 form) 
Symphonies ... 

Andantes ... 

(correct AACR2 form) 

Canzona ... 
Schottische Fantasie 
Schwedische Tanze 

(correct AACR2 form) 

(correct 'AACR2 form) 

(correct AACR2 form) 

(correct AACR2 form) 

Symphonie concertante 
Symphonies ... 

(correct AACR2 form) 

(correct AACR2 forrn) 
Bibl icke pfsne 
v , 
Ceska suita 
Ciganske melodie 
Concertos ... 
Scherzo capriccioso 
Slovanske rapsodie 
Slovanske tance 

Vodnfk 

Name Authority File 
Numbers 

79127105 

81032678 
82118790 

83160008 

80025797 

81063155 
82028181 
80079045 

79034817 

81070862 

82063843 

83177196 

83176151 

82158909 

79108393 

81033190 

82010290 
79139250;79139249 
81032666 
81081241 
82025298 
81059704;82130773; 
81059080 
81004074 

:~umber of 
References 

6 

2 
3 

2 

58 

3 
28 
1 

32 

51 

24 

4 

2 
2 

1 

725 
38 
19 
34 
173 
33 
23 
257 

12 

MCB 
References 

11:1:4 

9:12:1;14:9:1 

14:10:2 

11:6:3 

14:10:2 

14:12:3 

14:10:4 

15:2:2 

11:1:4 

10:6:4 

9:11:2 

11:6:2 

14:9:1 

12:3:4 

co 



Name unnorm Title Name Authority File ' Number of MCB 
or Change Numbers References References 

Dumas, Alexandre ... (correct AACR2 form) 81120314;80099385;etc. 53 

Dame aux camelias 83178815 151 14:10:2 

Eval'd, v.v. Quintets 32 

Cilry Burton Quintet (correct AACR2 form) 81150003 1 14:10:4 

Gedachtniss-Kirche (correct AACR2 form) 82096198 38 

Gliere, R.M. (correct AACR2 form) 81004879 72 

P • esy ... 81005180;81005179; 
81063054;81046725; 55 14:10:2;15:3:3 
78035812;83174047; 
78036673 

Gussago, Cesario Sonate con alcuni concerti 83176088;83176087; 
82052603 

10 14:12:3 

Hariharan, M. (correct AACR2 form) 81143213 5 14:12:3 \0 

Imbrie, Andrew (correct AACR2 form) 80158656 45 12:3:5 

lnternationale Stiftung (correct AACR2 form) 81075930 29 14:10:2 Mozarteum ... 
Kelly, Michael (correct AACR2 form) 79095288 28 14:11:2 

Kweksilber, Marjanne (correct AACR2 form) 78071519 8 15:2:2 

Mozart, W.A. (correct AACR2 form) 80022788 60 11:1:5 

Mozarteum-Orchester (correct AACR2 form) 83153305 76 

Remy, Pierre-Jean (correct AACR2 form) 50051742 10 14:11:2 

Renner, Hans (correct AACR2 form) 82157431;78069028 18 14:11:2 

Reubke, Julius (correct AACR2 form) 81028031 2 

Sonatas ... 83066009;81028032 24 14:11:3 

Roussel, Albert (correct AACR2 form) 81097892 199 



Name Unifonn Title Name Authority File Number of MCB 
or Change Numbers References References 

Schnittke, Alfred (correct AACR2 form) 79120245 13 11:1:6 

Hymns ... 81111081 5 
Kanon ... 80151119 1 
Requiem 79122781 1 

Tanner, Paul (correct AACR2 form) 81035957 18 14:10:2 

Taylor, R. (Raynor) (correct AACR2 form) 83015889 19 

Vivaldi, Antonio (correct AACR2 form) 79021280 13 11:1:6 

Cetra ... 82013166 4 11:12:2 

Cimento dell 'armonia 81147591; etc. 7 11:12:2 

Concerto alla rustica 2 
Concerto funebre 1 
Concerto madrigalesco 81112529 2 
Concertos ... 81119290 ;etc. 280 11:6:5;11:10:9; 

15:3:3 I-' 

Estro armonico 81124854;82154976 13 11:5:5 
o , 

Pastor fido ... 82071464;82071463 2 11:12:2 
Sinfonia al Santo Sepolcro 82154971 1 
Sinfonie ... 2 --
Sonata al Santo Sepolcro 5 
Sonatas ... 80107658;80029356,etc. 31 
Stravaganza 2 11:12:2 

Trio sonatas ... 80074308 31 

Viviani, G.B. (correct AACR2 form) 82001198 4 
Capricci armonici ... 82001197 20 14:10: 2 

Wilgus, O.K. (revised AACR2 form) 81149280 8 

Willcocks, David (correct AACR2 fonn) 82215288 149 14:10:3 
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SUMMARY OF THE 1984 ANNUAL MEETING 

The 1984 annual meeting of the Mus ic OCLC 
Users Group was held jointly with the On- Line 
Audiovisual Catalogers at OCLC headquarters 
in Dublin , Ohio , on April 30 and May 1, 1984 . 
The meeting was divided into three plenary 
sessions and various small group workshops 
which gave participants opportunities for 
discussion and problem sharing . 

PLENARY SESSION I 
The opening Plenary Session began with a 

warm welcome from OCLC President Rowland C. W. 
Brown . Mr. Brown's presentation , titled 
"OCLC--Researcher , Developer , Innovator , " 
described several of the current priority 
projects at OCLC including: System performance 
and stability, enhancements to various OCLC 
subsystems , and LS- 2000 . Following Mr. 
Brown's presentation was a slide show describ
i ng OCLC from its inception in 1967 to the 
present. 

The remainder of the session , titled 
"How does OCLC work?" , was presented by four 
managers of OCLC divsions and departments . 

Steve E. Driscoll (Manager, Cataloging 
Section , Product Development Division) 
traced the development of an idea through the 
stages of project proposal , approval , project 
initiation, system analysis, development 
(testing, software design , writing of user 
documentation), programming, testing , soft
ware implementation, and the final product 
with further "user testing . " 

Gary F . Houk (Manager , Quality Assurance 
Department, Operations) discussed the varied 
responsibilities of his department which 
include: management of OCLC's test facility , 
product acceptance, user contact desk , the 
software services and products, as well as 
the concept that quality must be built in 
initially and not added on later . 

William B. McKelvey (Manager, System 
Support Department , Systems Engineering 
Division) described the work of his depart
ment, which consists largely of programmers 
and systems analysts . This department is 
responsible for maintenance of the system , 
handles small enhancements, database recovery, 
monitors system performance and response 
time, evaluates the impact of new softwar e 
on the system , pr oduces online and offline 
products, maintains both operating and appli
cation programs, and provides in- house 
computing for payroll, billing, etc . 

-. 

George 1 . Carpenter (Manager, Telecom
munications Department, Operations Division) 
is responsible for telephone communications 
between OCLC and its users. This department 
handles communications with approximately 
5500 terminals . The divestiture of AT & T 
i n 1984 has, not s urpri s inp:ly, crt!llted much 
activity in the 'l'elecommunicut ions Dept. 
It was clear from this presentat i on that 
other providers and forms of telecommunication 
are always under study at OCLC, in hopes of 
bringing continued quality and economical 
service to OCLC users. 

--Pam Juengling 
University of Massachusetts, 

Amherst 

PLENARY SESSION II 
The second Plenary Session featured 

Catheri ne Garland and Richard Thaxter speak
ing on machine-readable cataloging of special 
materials at the Library of Congre ss . 

Ms . Garland began with an overvi ew of 
cataloging at LC. Music and audio-vi sual 
cataloging are part of the Spec ial Materials 
Cataloging Division which was formed in 1981 
from units spl i t off from the Descriptive 
Cataloging Division. Manuscript and rare 
book cataloging are also part of the newly
formed division . The Music Section is 
responsible for the descriptive and subject 
cataloging of books about music, printed 
and manuscript music, and music sound record
ings for monographic materials , and subject 
cataloging for music serials . The section 
maintains its own shelf list. 

Work in the Music Section is divided into 
two major components. Cataloging of books 
about music is done manually . Catalogers 
type information on worksheets which then go 
to the MARC Editorial Division where content 
designation and inputting take place . The 
cataloging of music and sound recordings is 
known as Music Online. Using Music Online, 
all printed and manuscript music and sound 
recordings are cataloged, content designated, 
and input by catalogers using LC's internal 
MARC format . The overall system used for 
searching and input update is called MUMS 
(Multiple Use MARC System) . Music is just 
one of its component applications. The music 
application is distinguished at the Library 
of Congress by being the first in which 
catalogers are responsible for content 



designation and input of records. It is also 
the first application to consist entirely of 
AACR2 records. Name authorities are still 
done manually on worksheets, then content 
designated and input in the MARC Editorial 
Division. 

The development phase of Music Online 
began in early 1981 and took several years 
to complete. Acceptance testing began in 
August 1983 and took four months. On 
January 25, 1984, after the system was fully 
accepted, production began. Staff training 
began February l, 1984, and lasted six weeks. 
Full production finally began in mid-March. 
Training was divided into two parts. During 
the first three weeks, the catalogers were 
in a classroom. Each cataloger had to content 
designate 50 records that had been previously 
cataloged but not printed by the GPO printing 
unit. The second part of training was devoted 
to learning to use LC's online system. This 
included learning to use the terminal, and 
to input and update online . The catalogers 
each input the 50 records they had content 
designated. 

After six weeks of production the data
base has reached nearly 3000 records. The 
cataloging is done to full level of national 
level bibliographic standards. All applicable 
fields must be fully coded and there have 
been very few exceptions to the idea of full 
cataloging. Lucia Rather, head of Processing 
Services, has said that at the end of six 
months productivity will be evaluated. So 
far, productivity has declined very little. 
Records are reviewed after they are tagged 
and input , then they are passed on to the 
MARC Editorial Division for further review 
to be sure that within LC all divisions are 
following the same practices with regard to 
content designation. 

There have been some problems with the 
input manual and there may be some inconsis
tencies in the records. The first distribu
tion tape went out during the week of April 
23, 1984. It consists of 172 music records 
(no non-music sound recordings) and includes 
CIP, manuscripts of music, printed music, 
and sound recordings. So far, there have 
been no subscriptions for the music tape. 
It will be distributed monthly. 

Ms. Garland then spoke of future plans 
at the Library of Congress. Retrospective 
conversion of music is still an item of 
interest. The eventual goal is to have all 
AACR2 records for music and sound recordings 
converted to machine-readable form. The 

feasibility of this project is still being 
examined. There are some future plans for 
Music Online. A statistics package and 
enhancements to the retrieval system to allow 
for some special indexing capabilities are 
planned and will only affect internal use at 
LC. Other plans include the capability to 
do brief or minimal level cataloging. Initial 
talks have begun in order to resolve differ
ences between what the Music Section believes 
is necessary and what LC is doing for 
minimal level cataloging of books. Discussion 
is underway concerning the addition of music 
records to the NUC family of COM catalogs 
or the development of a separate COM system 
for music. MBMSR will continue to be 
manually produced and cards printed. 

Ms. Garland also announced that LC will 
be participating in the REMUS project to the 
extent that the name authority records created 
in this project will be brought into the 
Name Authority Co-op , reviewed in the Music 
Section and added to the name authority 
file. This will be very helpful in getting 
more headings into the name authority file. 
The project will probably begin in the summer 
or fall. 

The next speaker was Richard Thaxter , 
head of the Audio-Visual section of the 
Special Materials Cataloging Division of LC. 
The staff of this section consists of four 
catalogers and one preliminary cataloger who 
catalog 3500 to 4000 titles per year. Of 
this total, 10 to 15 percent are spoken 
word recordings. 

Mr. Thaxter began with a history of the 
section . Cataloging of AV materials at the 
Library of Congress is a cooperative program 
that began 32 years ageo. In 1952 LC decided 
not to collect educational films or filmstrips, 
but saw the need to catalog them for libraries 
and schools. Initially, cataloging was done 
in the Copyright Office (this was also true 
of music.). The cataloging was at the same 
level as the Processing Department's catalog
ing. There has been a descriptive cataloging 
division for AV since 1977, and for the past 
two and one-half years the AV cataloging 
section has been part of the Special Materials 
Cataloging Division. 

Cataloging is based on contributed data, 
usually from the production company. (In 
the MARC format, sub field "a" in the 040 
is the name of the production company). The 
program began with the cataloging of motion 
pictures and filmstrips. In 1972 commercially 
produced slide sets and overhead transparencies 
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were added . Beginning in 1976 video record
ings were cataloged in limited numbers. By 
1980 , video recordings were worked into the 
regular cataloging workflow. As new materials 
were phased in , no effort was made to do any 
retrospective cataloging . Certain companies 
have been sending older titles since the 
section began cataloging video materials, 
but the policy is to do only current titles . 
Of the 3500- 4000 titles cataloged each year , 
most are educational and produced in the 
United States . Data for some Canadian and 
Australian titles is received and LC tries 
to catalog these items as they are available 
in the United States . 

Data is collected on NICEM (National 
Information Center for Educational Media) 
forms at the University of Southern Califor
nia . The future of LC- NICEM cooperation is 
undecided since the Center was recently sold 
to a commercial company called Access 
Innovations . Since NICEM will no longer be 
a non-profit educational body, it may change 
the way in which data is shared. Up to 
now , NICEM printed the forms , covered the 
mailing costs, and provided a copy of the 
completed form to LC after it solicited the 
data. 

Bibliographic products issued by the 
AV Section included printed cards (AV has 
been in MARC since 1972), book catalogs, 
and NUC- AV fiche . The next issue of NUC- AV 
will be a retrospective cumulation since 1972 . 
The number of entries will jump from 3000 to 
70,000 and will be constantly cumulated . 
(The price will rise accordingly). 

Mr . Thaxter then spoke of future plans 
for the section . At the mid- winter meeting 
of the American Library Association, two 
groups requested speakers from LC to discuss 
CIP for AV . School librarians also would 
like CIP for computer software. The 
RTSD- AV roundtable discussed CIP- AV and 
appointed a task force to try and get other 
divisions actively involved in order to 
apply pressure on LC to begin CIP-AV . LC 
would like the issues clarified . 

Some effort is underway by a l oosely 
confederated group of the largest film 
archives in the country to draft a pr oposal 
for an automated archival cataloging network . 
The group met at LC in February and plans 
to examine ~ome of t he existing systems . 
Initially, the network would probably 
contain very brief bibliographic records . 
The main concern is to coordinate preser-

vation efforts. LC staff in the Motion 
Picture , Broadcasting and Recorded Sound 
Division have written a draft cataloging 
manual for archival films. It is a companion 
volume to the graphic materials, rare books, 
and manuscripts manuals . Anyone interested 
in being part of the review process should 
write to Ben Tucker at LC . 

At ALA mid-winter, MARBI approved a major 
revision of the films format to accommodate 
graphic material. 'l'he change:> to the formut. 
involve not only the physical description, 
but allow for the addition of certain fields 
to reflect archival practices . Much of this 
was borrowed from the manuscripts format. 
These changes will appear in Update 11. The 
name has been changed from Films to Visual 
Materials Format. 

Mr. Thaxter has been exerting pressure in 
LC to deal with the problem of cataloging 
software. The CIP division is also involved 
in the discussion. LC will probably not 
collect software . 

Non- music sound recordings are now being 
cataloged on Music Online . Initial discus
sions have begun concerning cataloging AV 
online . 

Questions from the audience: 
1, What is LC ' s policy on analyzing 

sound recordings? 
CG: Since there has been pressure to 

increase productivity in the Music Section 
since AACR2, it was decided to cut back on 
analyzing certain types of recordings: 
organ recitals when the emphasis is on the 
instrument , and opera aria collections when 
the emphasis is on the performer. The section 
is still trying to work out a policy, and 
has not yet publicized anything . Suggestions 
from MOUG members are welcome . 

2 . What ever happened to the Music 
Online manual? 

CG: Henriette Avram is concerned that 
LC in- house publications are being distributed 
outside of LC when they shouldn ' t be. No 
decision has been reached on the availability 
of the manual. 

3 . If minimal level cataloging is done 
for a particular item , does that mean that 
full cataloging will never be done on that 
item? 

CG: Yes. Ms . Garland emphasized that 
the idea of minimal level cataloging is being 
examined very carefully . She reminded the 
group that LC has been doing minimal level 



cataloging for some time now, but that the 
records were not being distributed. She 
pointed out that a brief record was perhaps 
better than no record at all. 

4. Will minimal level records bump 
other, fuller records? 

CG: No. 
5. Does the AV section ever see the 

items it is cataloging? 
RT: 90 percent of the cataloging is 
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done from data sheets. Sometimes the 
cataloger will see the accompanying material, 
or a few slides and filmstrips in collections. 
A great deal of verification is done, espe
cially with people in the Copyright Office 
who have seen the item. 

--Ann McCollough 
Eastman School of Music 

PLENARY SESSION III 
A session dealing with "OCLC's 

Acquisitions Subsystem and its Use for Nonbook 
Materials" was presented by Luba Heinemann 
(OCLC) 

(An article on the use of OCLC's acqui
sitions subsystem for music materials and a 
summary of Ms. Heinemann's presentation will 
appear in the next issue of the Newsletter) 

WORKSHOPS 

MUSIC REFERENCE USE OF OCLC 
The Music Reference Use of OCLC workshop 

for the MOUG/OLAC joint meeting on April 30, 
1984 was led by Dean Corwin of Trenton State 
College. 

The importance of the physical location 
of the OCLC terminal was discussed first; 
The availability of a terminal at the refer
ence desk was considered ideal, although most 
terminals were located either in the technical 
services area or in a different building, 
such as the main library when the music 
library was a branch library. The manage
ment of access to a terminal located in the 
technical services area seemed to be a 
problem for some of those in attendance. 
The only clear solution seemed to be having 
one terminal solely for cataloging use and 
one solely for reference use. 

Next, principle reference uses were 
discussed. The use of OCLC to verify infor
mation was a leading use. This included 

the verification of a publisher, the clarifi
cation of information, or the e~:~ct iden
tification of a particular item. Determina
tion of holdings was considered another 
important use. Also mentioned as a use was 
the updating of out of date bibliographies. 
It was noted that garbled citations were 
easier to decipher on OCLC because of the 
user's opportunity to manipulate the letters 
used in the search key. The fact that the 
OCLC terminal should not be considered as a 
last resort in answering reference questions 
was emphasized. 

In the area of collection development, 
mention was made of OCLC uses including 
the identification of publishers and the 
location and verification of new editions 
by adding a date qualifier to the search 
key. 

It was noted that not locating an item 
in the OCLC database was almost of equal 
importance as locating an item. Discussion 
on the limitations of the system included 
the lack of subject access, the size of 
the database (also seen as an advantage), 
and the need for very careful use of 
qualifiers. 

--Karen Dean 
Indiana University 

IMAGINATIVE USE OF THE LC NAME AUTHORITY FILE 
The workshop on imaginative use of the 

online LC Name Authority File was led by 
Nancy Mosley (University of North Carolina 
at Charlotte). Participants discussed 
problems with authority work and retrieving 
LC name authority records through t he CCLC 
Online System. The System's inability to 
process a search that retrieves more than 
256 name authority records continues to be 
problematical. Authority records for J.S. 
Bach's works have not been available online 
for over a year, and the number of records 
for Mozart's works will soon exceed the 
limit of 256 entries. Mention was made 
during the session of a list of uniform titles 
for Mozart's works with their corresponding 
control numbers, which was recently compiled 
by Dean Corwin (Trenton State College). 
Richard Jones (University of Wisconsin
Milwaukee) suggested that music librarians 
write to OCLC and stress the importance of 
a system enhancement of searching capability 
which would rectify this situation. At 



present, the only way around this problem is 
to obtain the NAF record number from the 
microfiche edition of LC Name Authorities, 
and retrieve the record online through a 
control number search. 

The latest enhancement to the Name 
Authority File allows searching by uniform 
title, and music catalogers now have access 
to authority records which include manu
scripts and collections of early printed 
music. In addition, the 64x fields provide 
treatment information for series, and the 
Authority File can be utilized as a source 
for determining series analysis practice, 
tracing practice, obtaining series numbering 
examples, etc. 

Creative use of cross-references can be 
of assistance in devising search strategies 
and circumventing some of the System's 
limitations. For example, searching under 
an indexed cross-reference from a subordinate 
unit of a corporate body is often more 
efficient than searching under the parent 
body, and permits retrieval of a record if 
the parent body is unavailable because it 
exceeds the limit of 256 records. Using 
cross-references from acronyms such as ASCAP, 
ARSC and IAML is easier than typing in a 
search key derived from the full heading. 
A cross-reference from a place name may aid 
in the retrieval of an authority record for 
a corporate body when the form of name is 
in doubt. The Bibliographic File can also 
be used as a convenient source of informa
tion when elements of a name are lacking. 

A number of other problem areas were 
noted, including names written in nonroman 
script and names of royalty. Geographic 
names in particular , seemed to be a cause 
of difficulty in both subject and descriptive 
cataloging. 

One participant asked if any libraries 
used students to do the searching in the 
online NAF. Since effective searching re
quires skill and intuition, both of which 
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come with experience, the consensus was that 
using students may at first seem to be a 
time-saver, but in the long run, the cataloger 
would probably have to go back and redo some 
of the work. 

At the start of the workshop, Ms. Mosley 
stated that we must be creative in order to 
find what we need in the online LC Name 
Authority File. It is evident from the 
discussion which ensued, that the ability 
to use the NAF imaginatively depends on 

a good comprehension of the various aspects 
of authority work combined with a thorough 
proficiency in online searching, which 
permits retrieval of a record with the 
least expenditure of work. 

--Daniel Kinney 
State University of New York 

at Stony Brook 

PROBLEM SHARING--GENERAL DISCUSSION 
Joan Swanekamp led the first problem

sharing session; Jay Weitz of OCLC's Online 
Data Quality Control Section also attended. 
Participants discussed several problems 
encountered while cataloging on OCLC, and 
shared possible solutions. Highlights of 
the discussion include the following : 

1. Length of record. 
The system currently limits the length 

of record, and this can present a problem 
when cataloging sound recordings. Suggestions 
for possible solutions included: a.) enter
ing a separate bibliographic record for 
each side of a disc (or each disc in a multi
disc set), a procedure OMRAC observes; b.) 
delete as many unnecessary fields as possible 
to create additional space for analytics 
(but never delete the 028 or 007 fields). 
Drawbacks to this method include the uncer
tainty of possible future indexing of fields; 
librarians may find that they deleted infor
mation which they will then have to put 
back in at a later date. Catalogers working 
in libraries considering going online should 
be especially careful; and, c.) follow 
procedures outlined in Release 3.0 pertaining 
to book analytics, and apply these to indi
vidual cuts on a disc. 

2. 028 indexing. 
Mr. Weitz described the projected plan 

to index the 028 field, which would be done 
in the manner of indexing SUDOCS numbers-
punctuation and spaces would be ignored 
when the computer "reads" the number. An 
implementation date ~or this project is 
uncertain, as OCLC is involved with other 
high priority work at the moment (Name 
Authority File reconfiguration and the LC 
MARC music project). 

3. Training non-professionals on OCLC. 
Participants in the workshop shared 

experiences in training student assistants 
and clerical staff to work with the OCLC 
database. One library is using student 
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assistant help on its retrospective conver
sion project, allowing the students to make 
certain decisions themselves about what 
information to input; records are saved and 
proofread by regular staff. Other libraries 
use student assistants to input edited 
records. All agreed that the training of 
students must be done in a careful, methodical 
manner, with several sessions of supervised 
time at the terminal. Problems are often 
reflections of student lack of experience in 
music and music scholarship (especially 
undergraduates). Supervisors cannot explain 
every exception, and much of what we know 
about OCLC we learn through experience. One 
participant gave the following outline of a 
training method: a.) Train to search: LC 
numbers, unique titles, generic titles; b.) 
Train to edit: only after the above; at 
least two intensive training sessions at the 
terminal. 

The group agreed that success in train
ing clerical staff who have no music back
ground but wish to expand their cataloging 
duties depends a great deal on the individ
ual's aptitude and flexibility. Richard 
Smiraglia suggested that his book Cataloging 
Music: A Manual for Use With AACR2 might be 
of aid in training. 

4. Generalization. 
A participant questioned Mr. Weitz 

about the cataloger's inability to down
grade an I level record to K on a workform. 
Mr. Weitz described this as a program 
"generalization" which will not be changed. 
Several other cases can be found, such as 
asking for "ps" and getting screen 1 (which 
can be annoying if you are editing a 6-screen 
record, and are on the sixth screen). Mr. 
Weitz stated that this actually reformats 
the record and protects changes made previous 
to the screen change request. 

5. Name Authority File. 
The problem with file limits has no 

immediate solution. As catalogers are well 
aware, Bach is lost, and Mozart is close to 
the limit. Work on programming name/title 
searching has been delayed because of the 
projects mentioned above. Mr. Weitz explain
ed that OCLC has actually received little 
feedback or complaints about this problem 
other than from music catalogers, even 
though other areas are affected as well. 
Catalogers need to complain to their network 
and urge non-music catalogers to make their 
feelings known as well. 

6. Miscellaneous. 
Several-other problems surfdced for 

discussion: a.) Options for inputting old 
LC cards (pre-AACR2) were reviewed; b.) 
Participants suggested that music catalogers 
should share procedures manuals, or start 
a listing of libraries willing to send copies 
on request; and, c.) Librarians urged that 
fellow catalogers should be as specific as 
possible when inputting probable dates of 
publication for music materials in order to 
facilitate better and faster searching at 
the terminal. 

--Carolyn A. Johnson 
Ithaca College 

NONBOOK SERIALS TAGGING 
The Nonbook Serials Tagging workshop 

was led by Ms. Penny Mattern, Systems 
Support and Training Specialist (Serials & 
Maps) at OCLC. 

This workshop emphasized the treatment 
of nonbook, nonprint materials. Ms. Mattern 
encouraged us all to "think serials," remind
ing us that "seriality" is primarily a 
condition of publication (reference was made 
to the definition of a serial in Appendix D 
of AACR2). She also pointed out that it is 
not considered a duplication of records to 
catalog a nontextual serial on the serials 
format and input a record for the same item 
on the appropriate nontextual workform. 

Ms. Mattern began the workshop by suggest
ing a review of AACR2 chapter 12 and CSB 23 
(which reprints 25.5B rule interpretations), 
since cataloging nonbook serials starts with 
serials cataloging rules as a basis for 
adding additional information. After 
expressing her personal preference for pre
paring cataloging before tagging, Ms. Mattern 
dealt with each area of a serials record 
in AACR2 rule sequence, specifying what each 
area should include. She then translated 
this information into workform tags for 
different formats. 

Following are some highlights of the 
discussion: 

Area 3 (Designation). It is important 
that numerical and/or chronological designa
tions be taken from the lst issue. The 
difference between the publication date 
and chronological designation was emphasized. 

Area 7 (Notes). The importance of 
providing the following types of notes was 



stressed: frequency note (given as the 1st 
note); source of title note; a note describ
ing the piece used for cataloging, if it is 
not the first issue; linking notes in suc
cessive entry cataloging to express the 
relationship between preceding or succeed
ing serials. 

Uniform titles. Use uniform titles for 
distinguishing identical titles only. 
Methods for choosing qualifying terms were 
discussed. 
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Successive entry cataloging. It is 
important to provide successive entry catalog
ing if the title proper of a serial changes; 
if the name of a corporate body under which 
the serial is entered changes; or, if the 
main entry changes. 

Type "a" Bib lvl "s". Use field 246 
for variant titles (instead of 740); 246 can 
print as a note and/or added entry. Use 
field 515 for numbering peculiarities. Use 
field 520 for Summary (the word "Summary" 
must be typed in--it is not a print constant). 
Use fields 780 and 785 for linking entries, 
and use uniform titles when appropriate. 
Use field 690 (not 650) for all subject 
headings. (This practice may be reconsidered 
at the next CONSER meeting). 

Type "c" Bib lvl "m". Field 250 may 
be used for "designation." 

In addition, several examples of nonbook 
tagging for both music and audio-visual 
materials were shown. Ms. Mattern also 
supplied informative handouts dealing with: 
the Fixed Field codes for the serials format; 
a guide to searching for serials in the OLUC; 
and, a summary of TB 99 (matching online 
records with item in hand). 

--Susan J. Grimm 
Vassar College 

MUSIC RETROSPECTIVE CONVERSION PROJECTS 
The Music Retrospective Conversion 

Projects workshop for the MOUG/OLAC joint 
meeting at OCLC on May 1, 1984, was led by 
Donald Green of Sibley Music Library, East
man School of Music, with the participation 
of Kiyo Suyematsu of Mankato State Univer
sity and Pat Burke of OCLC's Retrospective 
Conversion Service. 

Mankato State's online library system 
prompted their retrospective conversion 
project . After its completion, they found 
that their patrons required better access 

to composers, performers and titles than 
had been provided in their card catalog . A 
study showed that about a third of their 
records needed enhancement, and they are now 
involved in a project to enhance, for their 
online catalog, those bibliographic records 
already converted, by adding contents notes 
and added entries. Since they have a 
relatively small library, the project is 
working out very well. 

Donald Green stressed that conversion of 
music catalog records to machine readable 
form via OCLC is the best choice now available, 
since OCLC's database has about 204,000 
bibliographic records for music scores and 
268,000 for sound recordings, with the 
promise of REMUS and Enhance projects ahead. 
But there are problems . Trained music per
sonnel should be engaged in these projects 
and it should be understood that the cost 
of retrospective conversion for music and 
other special materials will be far greater 
than for monographs. 

Retrospective conversion projects should 
be carefully thought out in terms of: 1 .) 
What you expect to achieve, trying to 
evaluate your library's needs for now and 
for 5-10 years ahead . 2.) What types of 
materials you wish to convert, considering 
the possibility of doing an inventory before 
conversion. 3.) What bibliographic file will 
be used for conversion (e.g. shelf list, 
public catalogs). 4 .) Quality of the data
base should be of special concern. Consis 
tency is increasingly important in an auto
mated environment: AACR2 headings should be 
used, uniform titles provided, appropriate 
fixed and variable fields filled in. Work 
should be as complete, thorough and consistent 
as possible, not precluding examining actual 
items for what might be a substantial amount 
of recataloging. 5 .) Who will do the conver
sion and when? Since the integrity of the 
data file is vital, best and ultimately 
cheapest is to use highly trained music 
personnel at non-prime times. 6.) Time 
and/or budget constraints. If it is deter
mined that the work must be done as quickly 
and cheaply as possible, it should be under
stood that the results will be messy and 
require much expensive clean up at a later 
time. 

Next were discussed some specifics, such 
as what constitutes a match, searching 
problems for music, suggestions for editing, 
keeping in mind that anything you might want 
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later should be included now. Retrospective 
conversion should do more than duplicate the 
card file it replaces. Accuracy and usability 
of a database is achieved by careful authority 
work. The abiding principle is: Do it once 
and do it right! Some books which might 
help libraries in their retrospective conver
sion projects are: Retrospective Conversion 
Manual, by Christine Weber, University of 
Rochester Library, cl984 (may be obtained by 
writing to her), and a book forthcoming from 
Pierian Press entitled Retrospective 
Conversion Case Studies, edited by Ann Adler 
and containing a chapter by Dean Corwin and 
Donald Green on music retrospective conver
sion. 

Pat Burke from OCLC explained their 
retrospective conversion service and provided 
the group with detailed hand-outs. She 
stressed their careful searching and atten
tion to detail by experienced operators, and 
that they are punctual in meeting deadlines. 
They do not recatalog items, but translate 
into machine readable form what they get. 
It is therefore essential that libraries 
contracting for this service carefully 
define their requirements. 

--Candice Feldt 
Queens Borough Public 

Library 

MINUTES OF THE MOUG BUSINESS MEETING, 
30 April 1984 (Dublin, 0.; 3:00pm) 

Board members present: R. Smiraglia, J. 
Swanekamp, J. Scott, T. Robson, S. Stancu 
Newly elected Board members present: J. 
Schuitema, D. Hixon 

1) Opening remarks 
Richard Smiraglia, MOUG Chairperson, 

welcomed those in attendance to the annual 
meeting of the Music OCLC Users Group. This 
is the first meeting to be held at OCLC's 
new headquurt crFJ ·in Dublin, and the first 
meeting since 19'78 without the Music Library 
Association. Smiraglia thanked OCLC and 
members of the On-Line Audiovisual Catalogers 
for their work in helping to make the meet
ing a success. Members of the Executive 
Board were introduced. 

2) Executive Board reports 
a.) Chairperson (Richard Smiraglia) 

Smiraglia announced that the MOUG Network 
Advisory Council would meet at ~:00 pm. 
Topics for discussion will be: problems with 
the Name Authority File, loading of MARC 
music tapes, and future directions for MOUG 
(should the group become an "online" users 
group instead of just an OCLC users group?) 

It was reported that the Board had 
completed work on the 1984 budget, and that 
the Group had ended 1983 with a surplus. 

b.) Vice-Chair/Chair-Elect (Joan 
Swanekamp) 

Worked during the past year on an officer's 
handbook, similar to the one used by MLA . 
Collection of information has been completed 
and the project will be passed on to the new 
Vice-Chairperson. 

c.) Secretary/Newsletter Editor (Sue 
Stancu) 

Thanked people who had made contribu
tions to the Newsletter during the past 
year and called for suggestions for future 
issues. Would welcome letters from those 
who wish to comment on issues reported on 
in the Newsletter. 

d.) Treasurer (Joe Scott) 
Summary of the 1983 annual financial 

report: MOUG began the year with a balance 
of 2200.88; total income: 9435.16; total 
expenditures: 8052.32; balance at the end of 
1983: 1382.84. 1983 ended with a budget 
surplus of 293.01. 

Although there are still some outstand
ing dues, as of April 25th, the group has 
250 personal memberships and 263 institutional 
memberships. This is an increase in both 
categories of 25 percent over the last two 
years. 

e.) Continuing Education Coordinator 
(Tim Robson) 

Robson reported a total of 128 paid 
registrants for the meeting (81 MOUG members; 
47 OLAC members). An announcement will be 
placed in the Newsletter that tapes of this 
meeting's plenary sessions will be made 
available if there is sufficient interest 
to make copying worthwhile. This would be 
in addition to the summaries that will be 
published in the next Newsletter. 

3) Committee reports 
Smiraglia thanked Richard Jones for taking 

over the task of directing the REMUS Project, 
and also thanked the Committee for REMUS 
for their work over the past several years. 



a.) OMRAC (Richard Jones) 
During the past year five new members 

were added and one member resigned. There 
are twelve current members: Kathryn Burnett 
(Smith College), Bonlyn Hall (University of 
Richmond), Elly Johnson and Richard Jones 
(University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee), Jack 
Knapp (Oberlin College), Ann McCollough 
(Eastman School of Music), Nancy Mosley 
(University of North Carolina-Charlotte), 
Richard Smiraglia (University of Illinois), 
Sue Ellen Stancu (Indiana University), 
Barbara Strauss (University of Wisconsin
Madison), Margaret Welk (University of 
Maryland), Eric Western (University of 
Utah) 

At this time, the group is open for 
additional members. Interested persons may 
write to Jones and send OCLC record numbers 
for three examples of analyzed sound record
ings recently added to the database or print
outs of records already in OCLC for which 
analytics were added by the applicant. 

During the past year, OMRAC analyzed 
321 records (the list was published in 
Newsletter no. 21) MOUG is considering 
making the basic list, plus indexes by title, 
composer, and LC card no. available as a 
separate publication. If this were done, 
the basic list would probably no longer be 
published in the Newsletter. Jones asked 
if people would be interested in purchas-
ing such a publication (Probably at less 
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than 5.00). Approxiamtely half of the members 
in attendance expressed an interest. 

b.) REMUS (Richard Jones) 
Jones thanked the members of the 

Committee for REMUS (Richard Cunningham, 
Catherine Garland, Marie Griffin, Ruth 
Henderson, Glenn Patton and Kitty Skrobela) 
for developing the project and choosing the 
participants . The institutions involved and 
their representatives are: University of 
California, San Diego (Linda Barnhart), 
University of Wisconsin- Milwaukee (Richard 
Jones), Oberlin College (Jack Knapp), New 
England Conservatory of Music (Jan Morrow), 
University of Louisville (Betty Olmstead), 
University of Illinois (Richard Smiraglia), 
Indiana University (Sue Ellen Stancu), 
University of Wisconsin-Madison (Barbara 
Strauss), University of New Mexico (Christopher 
Sugnet), Eastman School of Music (Joan 
Swanekamp), University of Texas (Judy 
Weidow) 

The REMUS Project is actually made up 

of three parts. The first project was an 
agreement among the institutions to input 
as much retrospective material as pos sible 
with the understanding that this could 
involve some additional equipment. This 
project was to be supported by a proposed 
NEH grant. The grant has since been reject
ed by NEH; however, the committee i s consider
ing rewriting and resubmitting it. 

The second part of the Project was depen
dent on OCLC's ENHANCE. Part i cipants will 
have the capability to upgrade existing 
database records. Networks will be i nf ormed 
in the next few days about who has been 
accepted to participate in ENHANCE. 

The third part is participation in NACO. 
There is a tentative agreement with LC that 
the eleven REMUS libraries would be accepted 
as one library for NACO part i ci pation. They 
will create authority records for music 
names and uniform titles to be forwarded to 
LC for addition to the Name Authority File. 
Jones will go to LC in June to be trained 
and the other ten members will probably have 
training in August in Milwaukee. If things 
go as planned, this part of the project 
could begin in the fall. 

Question from the membership: How will 
users recognize records in OCLC that have 
been enhanced? Glenn Patton responded that 
there would be a subfield "d" in field 040 
containing the symbol of the enhancing library. 

Several members expressed a desire to see 
a list by OCLC record number of biblio
graphic records that have been enhanced. 

c . ) Ad-hoc Committee on Union Listing 
( Smiraglia) 

At last year's meeting in Philadelphia 
the membership expressed interest in explor
ing the possibility of developing a music 
union list. At that time Michael Fling 
(Indiana University) and Ellen Rappaport 
(SUNY/OCLC) were asked to report on the 
feasibility of a union list. They found that 
a music union list could be done, and if 
there is still interest in the project the 
Board will appoint another committee to 
investigate more carefully . The membership 
felt that the idea should be pursued. 

4) New Business (Open forum) 
a.) 1985 annual meeting site 
Smiraglia announced that MOUG has had an 

offer from MLA to meet with them next year 
in Louisville . MLA is scheduled for March 
6-9, preceded by a pre-conference on music 
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authority control. MOUG could meet all day 
on Monday and perhaps also schedule a plenary 
session for Sunday evening. Smiraglia called 
t"or suggestions and comments. There seemed 
to be no objection to meeting on Sunday 
evening . The Board has yet to make a final 
decision. 

b.) OCLC Acquisitions Subsystem 
Robson pointed out several problems that 

he has encountered in using the acquisi
tions subsystem for music materials, and 
would like to hear from others who are also 
using the subsystem for ordering scores or 
sound recordings. One of the basic problems 
is that the information in field 028 does 
not transfer to either the online or offline 
products in the system. The 028 information 
must be input elsewhere in the online record 
so that it will print on the offline forms. 

c.) Future directions for the Group 
(Smiraglia) 

There is concern that MOUG is looked upon 
mainly as a cataloging organization. Part 
of MOUG's problem with getting things from 
OCLC is that we are a very small percentage 
of the users, and we seem to have trouble 
expressing our needs in terms that are 
understandable to administrators and net
works. Another aspect of the problem is 
that the OCLC system is used in many different 
ways and MOUG has been spending most of its 
energy in addressing the cataloging sub
system only. Smiraglia opened the floor 
for discussion: 

Swanekamp pointed out that many libraries 
are involved in developing online systems 
but that most librarians don't understand 
how the systems work or the procedures 
ed in processing their archive tapes. 

involv
They 
to have difficulty explaining their needs 

vendors and local systems people. She 
suggested having a session during next year's 
meeting on local archive tapes and tape 
processing (kind of information on the 
tapes, how it will be used in ·the future, 
and how it might affect a future online 
catalog or circulation system). 

The remainder of the discussion centered 
on whether MOUG should expand its scope to 
include other utilities or online systems. 
Perhaps MOUG should be associated not only 
with OCLC, but broaden its scope to consider 
all aspects of the online environment as 
they concern music. There are other systems 
that give us different ways of looking at 
processing of machine readable bibliographic 

data that OCLC users don't necessarily know 
about. Expanding the group to i ~clude other 
utilities would not be MOUG's decision alone; 
we would need to talk with the RLG music 
program committee. The group could endorse 
various services provided by other utilities. 
Such an expansion could, however, limit our 
impact on OCLC and lessen our chances of 
getting responses to problems. 

Working with commercial vendors could 
also be helpful. The membership seemed to 
be interested in seeing objective comparisons 
of what different online systems have to 
offer. Perhaps a committee could be appointed 
to investigate how various systems handle 
music, drawing up comparisons and alerting 
music librarians to problems. MOUG could 
evaluate and endorse systems which handled 
music materials effectively. The general 
feeling seemed to be that MOUG should expand 
its scope without formally associating 
itself with other utilities. 

A request was made for the new program 
chairperson to publish a questionnaire in 
the next Newsletter asking for suggestions 
for meeting topics for 1985. 

A request was also made for the MOUG 
Board to do whatever it can to persuade OCLC 
to make the LC MARC music tapes available 
as soon as possible. 

d.) Meeting site 
Smiraglia raised the question of whether 

the choice of meeting site should be made 
on a year by year basis. Discussion followed: 
We could have a rotating schedule of meeting 
with MLA or elsewhere (a network, MLA chapter, 
or other user group). Many members have 
trouble getting travel money from their 
institutions. When MOUG meets separately 
from MLA, it may mean that some people have 
to choose to attend either one meeting or 
the other. This kind of choice should not 
have to be made every year. Attendance at 
MOUG meetings, no matter where they are held, 
is usually around 90 people. 

Robson pointed out the high cost of 
meeting in hotels and urged program committees 
in the future to investigate other locations 
such as conference facilities at colleges 
or universities. 

There was general agreement that MOUG 
should not be tied to meeting with any 
particular organization. 

e.) OCLC Projects (Glenn Patton) 
Patton urged the members to write letters 

to OCLC voicing their concern about problems 



with the Name Authority File and loading of 
the MARC music tapes. Letters of complaint 
from users will help to persuade the OCLC 
administration to act on the problems that 
have been discussed at this meeting. 

OCLC has received the MARC music test 
tape. Specifications have been completed 
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for direct load and for an 028 index; however, 
development staff have not yet been made 
available to do the work. A completion 
date for this project cannot be predicted. 
This kind of delay has occurred in the past, 
particularly in regard to the MARC tapes for 
AV materials which were not loaded until 
1979, and which contained seven years worth 
of LC MARC records for AV items. 

The second project, further enhance
ments to Name Authority File searching, is 
inactive at the present time. OCLC has been 

·devoting full resources to dealing with the 
NAF in its new format. Along with the new 
format, LC will also shift from a field-by
field reissue to a full record replacement. 
The actual tapes representing the new version 
of the NAF arrived at OCLC in mid-April, 
and will probably be loaded in July. The 
last update•in the old format has been pro
cessed; current updates which are in the 
new format cannot be processed until the 
entire new file is loaded. Consequently, 
the NAF is static until July. 

5) Introduction of new officers 
Smiraglia thanked the Nominations Com

mittee, Chris McCawley, Chair, Joan Swanekamp 
and Linda Barnhart, and introduced the new 
Board: Don Hixon, Continuing Education 
Coordinator (University of California, 
Irvine), Sue Stancu, Secretary/Newsletter 
Editor (Indiana University), Judy Weidow, 
Treasurer (University of Texas at Austin) 
(Absent), Joan Schuitema, Vice-Chair/Chair
Elect (Southern Methodist University) , and 
Joan Swanekamp, Chairperson (Eastman School 
of Music) 

Meeting adjourned 4:26 pm 

--Sue Ellen Stancu 
Secretary 

FINANCIAL REPORT 

lst Quart~r 1984 

Balance end of 4th quarter 1983: 

Income lst quarter: 
Memberships 
Interest 

Total income: 

Expenditures lst quarter: 
REMUS (travel) 
1984 annual meeting 
Postage 
Service charges 

Total expenditures: 

Balance end of lst quarter: 

3110.00 
51.36 

326 . 00 
38.15 

3 .79 
28 . 82 

--Joseph W. Scott 
Treasurer 

LOOKING FORWARD TO 1985 

1382.84 

3161.36 

Now that the hustle and bustle of the 
Spring MOUG meeting in Dublin is history, 
I hope you'll take a moment to reflect on its 
successes and possible shortcomings. A 
general evaluation questionnaire was not 
included this time, but your candid remarks 
and observations will help in planning the 
next MOUG meeting . Please let me have your 
praise and criticism with regard to program, 
speakers, facilities, costs, and anything 
else you care to discuss. 

Also, now that I've mentioned the next 
MOUG meeting, let me provide a few details . 
MOUG will meet concurrently with MLA in 
Louisville on March 3-4, 1985. We've booked 
the turn-of-the-century "grande dame" 
Seelbach Hotel and, considering the quality 
of the facilities, the confirmed rates of 
$49 single and $55 double seem very reasonable. 
At this point, I need your assistance so that 
the meeting can accurately reflect your needs 
and objectives. Basically, I need 1) a list 
of topics which you would find meaningful for 
discussion and 2) volunteers from or references 
to possible speakers on those topics. If you 
can help, I hope you'll drop me a line as 
soon as possible. 

Please send all correspondence to me at 
University of California, University Library, 
Acquisitions-Catalog Depts., Irvine, CA 92713. 

--Don Hixon 
MOUG Continuing Education 

Coordinator 



UNIFORM TITLES FOR WORKS OF W. A. MOZART 

Compiled by Dean W. Corwin, 
Trenton State College 

As of April 27, 1984, the Library of 
Congress Name Authority File, as available 
online via OCLC, contained 246 records 
retrieved by the search key [moza,wol,a. 
Since OCLC currently has a limit of 256 
entries that can be retrieved by a search of 
the LCNAF, AACR2 authority records for 
Mozart's works will soon be unretrievable 
by this search key; however, they will still 
be retrievable by a control number search, 
i.e. "[n" followed by the 8-digi t control 
number in the 010 field of the record. 

Name: 
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Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus, 1756-1791. 

The purpose of this list, then, is to 
provide control-number access to Mozart 
authority records currently in the database. 
This list will remain the most complete list 
of such records until such time as OCLC pro
vides searching enhancements for the online 
LCNAF or until the microfiche version of the 
file goes beyond the current coverage of the 
online file. Searching the online LCNAF with 
the search key [moza,joh,c (to retrieve pre
AACR2 forms) currently yields 157 hits, 138 
of which contain uniform titles in AACR2 form. 

In the following list, a single asterisk 
(*) identifies a transcribed title from which 
a reference is made to a collective uniform 
title. A double asterisk(**) identifies a 
record which contains no 100 field. 

n80022788 

Uniform titles under Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus, 1756-1791.: 

Adagio und Fuge, string orchestra, K. 546, C minor 
Adagios, English horn, horns (2), bassoon, K. Anh. 94, C major 
Adagios, piano, K. 540, B minor 
Adagios, violin, orchestra, K. 261, E major 
Allegro und Andante, piano, K. 533 
Andantes, flute, orchestra, K. 315, C major 
Arias. Selections 
Aspri rimorsi atroci 
Bacia di mano 
Capriccio, piano, K. 395, C major 
Chamber music. Selections 
Choral music. Selections 
Clemenza di Tito 
Clemenza di Tito. Torna di Tito a lato 
Clemenza di Tito. Tu fosti tradito 
Concert one 
Concertos. Selections 
Concertos, bassoon, orchestra, K. 191, Bb major 
Concertos, clarinet, orchestra, K. 622, A major 
Concertos, flute, orchestra, K. 313, G major 
Concertos, flute, orchestra, K. 314, D major 
Concertos, flute, harp, orchestra, K. 299, c major 
Concertos, horn, orchestra 
Concertos, horn, orchestra, K. 494a, E major 

Concertos, oboe, orchestra, K. 314, C major 
Concertos, oboe, orchestra, K. Anh. 294b, Eb major 
Concertos, piano, orchestra 
Concertos, piano, orchestra, K. 246, C major 
Concertos, piano, orchestra, K. 271, Eb major 
Concertos, piano, orchestra, K. 413, F major 
Concertos, piano~ orchestra, K. 414, A major 
Concertos, piano, orchestra, K. 415, C major 

n82033192 
n83175298 
n81063053 
n81112135 
n81033452 
n81081233 
n82039535 
n8013678l 
n81033448 
n82l63824 
n82004260 
n83045072 
n81133614 
n80101232 
n80101233 
n82077l79 
n8l04815l 
n81142206 
n81032852 
n80156449 
n81072644 
n81055562 
n81142207 
n82162214 

n81072645 
n81002002 
n81004094 
n82077146 
n8U42337 
n81072642 
n81072646 
n82150556 
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Concertos, piano, orchestra, K. 453, G major 
Concertos, piano, orchestra, K. 456, Bb major 
Concertos, piano, orchestra, K. 459, F major 
Concertos, piano, orchestra, K. · 466, D minor 
Concertos, piano, orchestra, K. 467, C major 
Concertos, piano, orchestra, K. 482, Eb major 
Concertos, piano, orchestra, K. 488, A major 
Concertos, piano, orchestra, K. 491, C minor 
Concertos, piano, orchestra, K. 503, C major 
Concertos, piano, orchestra, K. 537, D major 
Concertos, piano, orchestra, K. 595, Bb major 
Concertos, pianos (2), orchestra, K. 365, Eb major 
Concertos, pianos (3)", orchestra, K. 242, F major 
Concertos, violin, orchestra, K. 216, G major 
Concertos, violin, orchestra, K. 216, G major; arr. 
Concertos, violin, orchestra, K. 218, D major 
Concertos, violin, orchestra, K. 219, A major 
Cost fan tutte 

*Cost fan tutte 
Cost fan tutte. Selections 
Cost fan tutte. Come scaglia 
Cosi fan tutte. Donna a quindici anni 
Cost fan tutte. In UOmQn~, in soldati 
Country dances, K. 609 
Deutsche Tanze 

*Deutsche Tanze 
Deutsche Tanze, K. 605 
Divertimenti, K. 131, D major 
Divertimenti, K. 213, F major 
Divertimenti, K. 251, D major 
Divertimenti, K. 253, F major 
Divertimenti, K. 270, Bb major 
Divertimenti, K. 287, Bb major 
Divertimenti, K. 334, D major 
Divertimenti, K. 334, D major. Menuetto trio 
Divertimenti, K. 334, D major. Menuetto trio; arr. · 
Divertimenti, K. 439b 
Divertimenti, K. 563, Eb major 

*Divertimento in re majeur, K. 136 
Don Giovanni 
Don Giovanni. Selections 
Don Giovanni. Madamina, il catalogo e questo 
Don Giovanni. Menuetto 
Don Giovanni. Mia tesoro 
Don Giovanni. Or sai, chi l'onore 
Duets, violin, viola, K. 423, G major 
Duets, violin, viola, K. 424, Bb major 

EntfUhrung aus dem Serail 
Entflihrung aus dem Serail. Selections 
EntfUhrung aus dem Serail. Ha! wie will ich triumphieren 
EntfUhrung aus dem Serail. Martern aller Arten 
EntfUhrung aus dern Serail. Marsch der Janitscharen 
EntfUhrung aus dern Serail. Meinetwegen soll't du sterben 
EntfUhrung aus dem Serail. Ouverture 
EntfUhrung aus dem Serail. Traurigkeit ward mir zum Lose 

n81140244 
n81144349 
n81055109 
n81144346 
n81133938 
n82077145 
n81133530 
n81055110 
n83175287 
n81133531 
n82020264 
n82144216 
n82144218 
n82063138 
n83178788 
n82063139 
n83022765 
n79105968 
n82115752 
n830l4200 
n79105488 
n81081326 
n81081325 
n82004242 
n82108007 
n821668oo 
n82007317 
n82040722 
n81048149 
n83134114 
n81048148 
n81048150 
n82116347 
n81059111 
n81059067 
n81059710 
n81140126 
n82027763 
n82167319 
n80008521 
n81118701 
n81074330 
n81081238 
n82162735 
n81007060 
n81085326 
n81085327 

n80015683 
n81081324 
n79027485 
ri81081331 
n81118626 
n82162610 
n81114247 
n81078904 



Exsultate, jubilate. Alleluja 
Fantasien, piano, K. 396, C minor 
Fantasien, piano, K. 397, D minor 
Fantasien, piano, K. 475, C minor 
Finta giardiniera 
Flute, orchestra ~usic 
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Fugues, pianos (2), K. 426, ·c minor 
Fugues, string trio, K. 4o4a 

:<tGerman dances 
*Go, forget me, why should sorrow 

**Great symphonies, nos. 25-41 
Horn, orchestra musi~ 
Idomeneo 
Idomeneo. Zeffiretti lusinghieri 
Instrumental music. Selections 
Io ti lascio, e questa addio 
Kirchen-Sonate, K. 67 
Kirchen-Sonate, K. 336 
Kleine Nachtmusik 

*Konzert C-dur fur Flote, Harfe und Orchester, KV 299 (297c) 
*Konzert flir Flote und Orchester Nr. 1 G-Dur KV 313 
Landlerische Tanze 
Marches, orchestra, K. 189, D major 
Marches-~ orchestra, K. 335 

*Marriage of Figaro 
Masses. Selections 
Masses, K. 139, C minor 
Masses, K. 167, C major 
Masses, K. 262, C major 
Masses, K. 317, C major 
Masses, K. 427, C minor 
Mentre ti lascio 
Misera, dove son 
Missa brevis, K. 49, G major 
Missa brevis, K. 65, D minor 
Missa brevis, K. 140, G major 
Missa brevis, K. 220, C major 
Missa brevis, K. 258, C major 
Musikalischer Spass 

*Musikalischer Spass 
Non temer, amato bene, K. 505 
Nozze di Figaro 
Nozze di Figaro. Selections 
Nozze di Figaro. Deb vieni, non tardar 
Nozze di Figaro. Dove sono? 
Nozze di Figaro. Ecco la marcia 

Nozze di Figaro. Non piu andrai farfallone 
Nozze di Figaro. Non so piu cosa son 
Nozze di Figaro. S~ll'aria 
Nozze di Figaro. Vedra, mentr'io sospiro 
Operas. Selections 
Orchestra music. Selections 
Piano music 
Piano music. Selections 

r.eo137544 
n82163986 
n8loo4o84 
n8lll2133 
n81055206 
n83153336 
n82033188 
n82215999 
n82l66798 
n81118702 
n81089321 
n83175293 
n81048154 
n81081323 
n42029763 
n78071826 
n83153317 
n83153318 
n81078994 
n82098561 
n82167358 
n82101568 
n83056869 
n821S9293 
n82100301 
n42030977 
n81124850 
n81033445 
n83187598 
n83165884 
n82116346 
n80071594 
n81042059 
n82004246 
n82047846 
n82159442 
n82o66678 
n83177210 
n82004261 
n82130790 
n82139125 
n81079986 
n81079987 
n81081330 
n82037439 
n82090918 

n82162736 
n81081348 
n81081346 
n81085481 
n81042028 
n81004085 
n81004080 
n80l66747 
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Piano music, 4 hands 
Piano music, 4 hands. Selections 
Praeludium und Fuge, piano, K. 394, C major 
Quartets, flute, violin, viola, violoncello 
Quartets, oboe, violin, viola, violoncello, K. 370, F major 
Quartets, piano, strings, K. 478, G minor 
Quartets, piano, strings, K.· 493, Eb major 
Quartets, strings 
Quartets, strings. Selections 
Quartets, strings. Selections 
Quartets, strings, K. 156, G major 
Quartets, strings, K. 421, D minor 
Quartets, strings, K. 458, Bb major 
Quartets, strings, K. 465, C major 
Quintets, clarinet, violins, viola, violoncello, K. 581, 

A major 
Quintets, piano, oboe, clarinet, horn, bassoon, K. 452, 

Eb major 
Quintets, violins, 
Quintets, violins, 
Quintets, violins, 
Quintets, violins, 
Re pastore 

violas, 
violas, 
violas, 
violas, 

violoncello 
violoncello, K. 174, 
violoncello, K. Anh. 
violoncello, K. Anh. 

Re pastore. Se tu di me fai dono 
Rondos, horn, orchestra, K. 371, Eb major 
Rondos, piano, K. 494, F major 
Rondos, piano, orchestra, K. 382, D major 
Rondos, piano, orchestra, K. 386, A major 
Rondos, violin, orchestra, K. 269, Bb major 
Rondos, violin, orchestra, K. 373, C major; arr. 
Sancta Maria, Mater Dei 
Schauspieldirektor 
Selections 

*Serenade G-Dur KV 525 
**Serenade G-Dur KV 525 

Serenades, K. 239, D major 
Serenades, K. 250, D major 
Serenades, K. 250, D major. Rondeau 
Serenades, K. 361, Bb major 

Bb major 
79, A minor 
80, Bb major 

Sinfonie concertanti, oboe, clarinet, horn, bassoon, orchestra, 
K. Anh. 9, Eb major 

Sinfonie concertanti, violin, viola, orchestra, K. 364, 
Eb major 

Sogno di Scipione 
Sonatas, bassoon, 
Sonatas, bassoon, 

Sonatas, piano, K. 
Sonatas, piano, K. 
Sonatas, ;~~no, K. 
Sonatas, piano, K. 
Sonatas, piano, K. 
Sonatas, piano, K. 
Sonatas, piano, K. 
Sonatas, piano, K. 

violoncello, K. 292, Bb major 
violoncello, K. 292, Bb major; 

10-15 
283, G major 
310, A minor 
330, c major 
331, A major 
332, F major 
333, Bb major 
545, C major 

arr. 

n81133623 
n81133015 
n82163988 
n81133927 
n82040721 
n81093430 
n81041864 
n8lll9138 
n81119139 
n82132812 
n821328ll 
n82106646 
n83152819 
n82106648 

n81128331 

n81133657 
n81093429 
n81024402 
n81046828 
n81129181 
n82001700 
n83209499 
n81085322 
n81033453 
n81085324 
n81085325 
n78097101 
n82140l42 
n82058785 
n82116343 
n80138519 
n82167131 
n81028233 
n83017024 
n81033803 
n79007843 
n82105343 

n8108548o 

n81085479 
n81015459 
n81033802 
n8i034658 

n82004259 
n8204480l 
n81133937 
n83065773 
n82128918 
n81015006 
n81085484 
n82009884 
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Sonatas, piano, K. 545, C major. Rondo; arr. 
Sonatas, piano, K. 576, D major 
Sonatas, piano, 4 hands, K. 381, D major 
Sonatas, violin, piano 
Sonatas, violin, piano, K. 304, E minor 
Sonatas, violin, piano, K. 306, D major 
Sonatas, violin, piano, K. 376, F major 
Sonatas, violin, piano, K. 377, F majvr 
Sonatas, violin, piano, K. 379, G major 
Sonatas, violin, piano, K. 380, Eb major 

:':senate fiir Klavier Nr. 10 C-Dur KV 330 
:':so nate no 11 en la ~j eur, K. 331 
String orchestra music. Selections 
Stuck, mechanical organ, K. 608, F minor 
Stuck, mechanical organ, K. 608, F minor; arr. 
Symphonies, K. 134, A major 
Symphonies, K. 182, Bb major 
Symphonies, K. 183, G minor 
Symphonies, K. 200, C major 
Symphonies, K. 201, A major 
Symphonies, K. 297, D major 
Symphonies, K. 319, Bb major 
Symphonies, K. 338, C major 
Symphonies, K. 385, D major 
Symphonies, K. 425, C major 
Symphonies, K. 504, D major 
Symphonies, K. 550, G minor 
Symphonies, K. 551, C major 
Symphonies, K. Anh. 223, F major 

*Symphony no. 29 in A major, K. 201 
Trios, piano, clarinet, viola, K. 498, Eb major 
Trios, strings, K. Anh. 66, G major 
Variationen uber Ah, vous dirai-je maman 
Variationen uber Helas, j'ai perdu mon amant 
Variationen Uber La bergere Celimene 
Variationen uber Unser dummer Pobel meint 
Variations, piano, 4 hands, K. 501, G major 
Variazionen Uber einen Menuett vom Duport 
Violin, orchestra music 
Violin, piano music 
Violin, piano music. Selections 
Vocal music. Selections 
Vorrei spiegarvi, oh Dio 
Zaide 
Zaide. Ihr Machtigen seht ungerUhrt 
Zaide. Tiger! wetze nur die Klauen 
Zauberflote 
Zauberflote. Selections 
Zauberflote. Selections; arr. 
Zauberflote. Bald prangt, den Morgen zu verklinden 
Zauberflote. Der Holle Rache 
Zauberflote. Madchen oder Weibchen 
Zauberflote. 0 zittre nicht 
Zauberflote. Libretto. English & German 

n8~007320 
n81093433 
n81133622 
n81118726 
n81079029 
n80143896 
n81124865 
n80145178 
n82125828 
n82128915 
n81028234 
n82165764 
n83133707 
n82010027 
n82008677 
n81144351 
n83125424 
n81079983 
n81079982 
n81079984 
n81144350 
n81081343 
n81085516 
n81085515 
n81118720 
n81118722 
n81018421 
n81018422 
n82021906 
n82006907 
n81114337 
n82101157 
n82044799 
n83066269 
n82070097 
n82105338 
n811340o4 
n83153251 
n83196101 
n83175869 
n83066267 
n81053641 
n80137545 
n81076976 
n80136783 
n80136782 
n81081247 
n81074410 
n81074411 
n78083107 
n81081248 
n82149746 
n81081246 
n82121327 
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·Music OCLC Users Group 
APPLICATION FOR NEW MEMBERS 

Personal membership is $5.00; Institutional membership is $10.00. Membership 
includes subscription to the Newsletter. New members receive Newsletter no. 
21 and any mailings from date of joining through December, the end of the 
membership year (issues are mailed on receipt of payment of dues). Personal 
members please prefer home address; institutional members note the four line, 
24 character per line limit. 

Check one: 

NAME: 

MAILING ADDRESS: 

TELEPHONE: ( ___ ) - __ _ 

NETWORK: 

INSTITUTIONAL 
AFFILIATION: 

BILLING ADDRESS: 

ext. 

Enclosed is a check for membership dues: $ 5.00 individuals 
$10.00 Institutions 

Please bill (Institutions only) 

Are you presently a member of the Music Library ABsociation? 

yes 

no 

Please return complete form and check made p~able to MUSIC OCLC USERS GROUP 
to: 

Music OCLC Users Group 
Judy Weidow, Treasurer 

. Central Library 
Universi~y of Texas 
Austin, TX 78704 



MOUG Newsletter No. 22 
Sue Stancu, Editor 
Music Library 
Indiana University 
Bloomington IN 47405 

'. 
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